
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL CASE STUDY SIEMENS

The case discusses the digitalization strategy of Siemens AG, a German-based company operating in manufacturing
and electronics. The increasing impact of.

Learning Objective To have students examine the digitalization strategy chosen by Siemens and evaluate
whether this strategy will allow Siemens to have a competitive advantage over competitors like GE that have
chosen a different approach. Case Authors : David J. The challenge was to balance this corporate initiative
with the many business units within Siemens, which were used to being independent and had very specific
offerings for their clients. How can you use it to write case solution for Digitalization at Siemens case study?
How do we scale up? So part of that has been looking at where do we see the market opportunities? The
company also underwent a successful round of financing recently, and the proceeds of which were used to
fund the new version of the KangaTech product. Siemens Digitalization should closely consider the forex
inflow and outflow. Lakhani , Patrick J. The jury was still out whether this approach would drive digitalization
within Siemens fast enough, given the exponential developments in data generation and analytics. It also
touches upon business topics such as - Value proposition, Competitive strategy, IT. Siemens Digitalization is
in prime position to tap on those opportunities and grow the market share. The team was excited about the new
product and was confident that it improved upon many of the features of the previous model. Legal Factors -
Health and safety norms in number of markets that Siemens Digitalization operates in are lax thus impact the
competition playing field. Add to Cart for purchases and permissions. The increasing impact of digital
technologies on all of its business units had prompted the CEO Joe Kaeser and his team to put digitalization at
the core of the new corporate strategy, alongside electrification and automation. Or how the marketing budget
can be better spent using social media rather than traditional media. Strengths - Strong Balance Sheet â€” The
financial statement of Siemens Digitalization looks strong and will help the company going forward.
Opportunities - E-Commerce and Social Media Oriented Business Models â€” E-commerce business model
can help Siemens Digitalization to tie up with local suppliers and logistics provider in international market.
Siemens Digitalization should closely monitor consumer disposable income level, household debt level, and
level of efficiency of local financial markets. Which of these opportunities held the most promise for
KangaTech? Case Description of Digitalization at Siemens Case Study The case discusses the digitalization
strategy of Siemens AG, a German-based company operating in manufacturing and electronics. Evidences
should be both compelling and consistent. It can further impact the cost of doing business in certain markets.
Focused on injury prediction and prevention in elite sport, the Melbourne, Australia-based KangaTech
prepared to launch a new model of their core product, an integrated exercise frame and software system that
used strength exercises to identify and mitigate the risk of soft-tissue and ligament injuries see Exhibit 2 for
overview of product. It helps in communicating the points directly and the direction one took. How do we take
that next quantum leap as an organization? Add to Cart The case discusses the digitalization strategy of
Siemens AG, a German-based company operating in manufacturing and electronics. Why you choose one
course of action over the other. Evidences â€” Finally you should provide evidences to support your reasons.
Off the back of this recent success, the co-founders were focused on how they might be able to navigate the
future ahead of them. For its new analytics platform, Siemens had opted for a push and pull approach to
involve business units in its creation, rather than conceptualizing the platform centrally and imposing it on the
business units afterwards.


